Enable healthcare collaboration

Jabra Healthcare Solutions
Innovative communication tools for everyday healthcare needs

Healthcare is moving online, and the medical sector is facing an unprecedented demand to adapt. The need for outstanding technology solutions that keep patients and healthcare practitioners connected has never been greater.

With 90% of people believing that remote healthcare is as good or better than traditional services, there’s never been a better time to ensure that the technology you’re using to deliver remote healthcare is the best that it can possibly be.

And that’s exactly where Jabra comes in.

With the Jabra portfolio of professional-grade audio and video collaboration tools, you can provide your team with the right equipment to deliver outstanding care. Whether you need high definition, intelligent 180° video technology that shows the whole treatment room or lecture theater, or high-performing headsets and speakerphones to keep practitioners connected, there’s a Jabra product that can help.

With maximum flexibility and portability, plug-and-play functionality for instant connection anywhere, and compatibility with all leading communications platforms, our products are designed to work for you, so you can get on with delivering outstanding care.

“One of the things I really like about the Jabra products is their modularity and their versatility, which provide us very good working conditions, whatever the environment and the work spaces.”

Louis-Marie Pons, Executive Assistant, NovoNordisk
As remote healthcare increases exponentially, it’s changing how patients access these vital services. So, how can you maintain the human touch that’s so integral to doctor-patient care?

There are many different scenarios where patients and doctors can communicate seamlessly with the latest technology:

**Doctor-patient consultations**
Make doctor-patient consultations easy with professional-grade audio and video that ensures no important information is missed.

**In-patient monitoring**
Keep a virtual eye on in-patients and reduce the strain on your medical staff with remote monitoring.

**Mobile medical equipment carts**
Equip your mobile carts with flexible, portable devices that enable instant, professional-grade communication from anywhere.
With remote healthcare booming, doctors need flexible technology to deliver quality consultations in any location. Jabra PanaCast 20 is a portable, personal video camera that uses AI to enhance your video picture, so you can deliver crisp 4K Ultra-HD telehealth consultations anywhere.

For doctor-patient consultations and small meetings, Jabra PanaCast features three 13-megapixel cameras that create a full 180° field of view in Panoramic-4K. Intelligent video features optimize your video collaboration for natural and immersive communications.

Outstanding super-wideband audio and state-of-the-art beamforming microphones make Speak2 the perfect speakerphone choice for doctor-patient communications, enabling both to speak and be heard clearly.

For interactions where a little more privacy is required, opt for the world-leading professional-grade audio of our Evolve2 headsets. Enhanced microphone performance and noise-cancellation ensure outstanding call clarity from anywhere.
Meeting room collaboration

Delivering outstanding remote healthcare is about so much more than just seeing patients. From treatment rooms to cross-medical campus conference suites, as well as education facilities and customer service functions, the right Jabra technology can ensure your practitioners and their supporting staff are able to communicate seamlessly and easily when it matters.

Medical staff meetings
Make your staff meetings run smoothly, with devices that ensure everyone can speak up and be heard, and everyone is included in the picture.

Staff training
Rolling out new systems and processes or simply onboarding new employees can be done entirely remotely with the right tools.

Doctor-patient consultations
When your doctors need to seek advice from their peers, the right tools will ensure that every communication is seamless and efficient.

Ready to reinvent your meeting room setup for more conducive collaboration?

We offer a range of intelligent, flexible collaboration meeting room systems built around our award-winning PanaCast 50, that deliver outstanding video and audio performance and are certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms.

Link your laptop to the PanaCast 50 video bar for plug-and-play collaboration.

Or enjoy instant no-PC-needed meeting readiness with the Windows-based PanaCast 50 Room System.

For smaller meeting or huddle rooms, the Jabra PanaCast is a great choice; pair with a Jabra Speak2 for premium audio.
Healthcare administrators

Administrators and customer service staff play an important role in patient communications, often working in busy environments. When every word must be clearly heard, and with privacy top of mind, a noise-cancelling headset with professional-grade sound is a must.

**Jabra Evolve2 headsets**
Perfect for healthcare administrators.
These headsets offer professional sound with advanced microphone technology, superior comfort, and ease of use.

**Jabra Engage headsets**
Perfect for call-intensive staff such as customer service or contact center staff.
These headsets offer professional sound, durability, and lightweight designs for all-day use.
### Recommended products

Our wide portfolio extends beyond the consultation room, covering many possible communication needs. From doctors seeing patients, to lecturers in universities, to customer service agents handling calls and bookings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Speakerphones</th>
<th>Headsets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PANACAST 50 ROOM SYSTEM</td>
<td>SPEAK2 75</td>
<td>EVOLVE2 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANACAST 50</td>
<td>SPEAK2 55</td>
<td>EVOLVE2 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANACAST 20</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGAGE 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **A complete meeting room solution engineered to bring hybrid teams together.**
- The intelligent, plug-and-play video bar with world-class sound.
- Intelligent, AI-enabled personal video conferencing.
- The best professional speakerphone for hybrid working.*
- Flexible speakerphone with outstanding professional audio.
- **Professional wireless headset with Active Noise Cancellation.**
- Professional, lightweight corded headset for productivity.
- Professional corded headset for new levels of customer satisfaction.
- Premium DECT wireless headset for customer satisfaction.

*Refer to jabra.com/commercial-claims
Hej. (That’s ‘hi’ in Danish)

We’re Jabra, and we’ve been engineering technology that makes life look and sound better for over 150 years. And you? Well, you might be running a million-dollar account from your kitchen (or café, or school run, or just about anywhere really). Or running your first 5k with a pair of expertly engineered earbuds. Or running a project via video, beaming yourself from a Toronto armchair to a Tokyo boardroom.

Whatever you’ve got going on, we’ve got you. With advanced, intelligent video technology. And incredible sound quality that makes your voice and your music sound better than ever. All designed to bring life and work wonderfully in tune.

Jabra. Technology for life’s new rhythm.